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us in Ote.'. (TA.) An alif of tllis spelies is
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which signifies tile same]: (M1, TA:) it is an Oj; and in other instances in the final words of
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aerial letter, (Mughnee, MF, TA,) merely a verses of the gurand e.
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sound of prolongation after a fet-lah; (T, TA;) Ixxvi. 15 and 18]: in the other ease as in
,
and cannot Ilave a vowel, (IB, Muglhnce, MF,) an:l,&;;.
(T.) The difference between it and
wherefore it cannot commence a word: (Mutgih,lUI is, thmt the latter is in the beginnings
J.,;
nec:) when they desire to make it movent, if it
of nouns and verbs, and the former is in the end[in the latter case, it is written tl; and] this is tie is converted from j or *S, they restore it to its
ings of nouns [and verbs]. (T, ]g.) It is also
case when it is made a subst.: and when it is not original, as in i1.
and O,Ied.j; and if it is not
l N-Jn [The alif of unbi ingd, because
called a letter, [i.e. when one does not prefix to converted from j or kS, they substitute for it hem- called j
a rhyme prevents its being i.~,
ending
vowel
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it the word ~.J,] it is [properly] fern. (S.) Its zch, as in jCL;, in whlich the hemzell is a subi. e. " bound" by tho preceding consonant]:
(IlB.) IJ
dim. is A1t, meaning an .1 written snall, or stitute for the I in [the sing.].JI.
(Mughoee;) and LLWIUll [tilalifof thfinal
obscure, (S, IB,) accordinr to those who make holds that the name of this letter is *', [promorl ,,f a vere of poctry'or of a verm of the
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similar names of other letters, as Q1and tU and tI [Tlhis last appellation must not be confounded
bli according to those who say, It ~Q,
(IB.) iJI~ [properly so called] is oneoft lektters &c.,] and that it is tdie letter which is mentioned with that which here next follows.]. L.WI _J'l
of prolongation and of sofness and of augnmenta- [next] before j5 in reckoning thile letters; the J [T77e semratinq, al,f] is the I which is written after
tion; the letters of augmentation being ten, whicill being prefixed to it because it cannot be pro- tie ) of the pl. to make a separation betwccn hat
[t" to-day nounced at thdie beginning of its name, as other
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nouncing its name J.l .' (Mughnce.)_Tlle tIs.j]; but when a pronoun
mocent]; the former of which is [properly] called
appellations this I, being needless, does not remain: (T:) also
(S, TA;) whicll is a grammarians have other particular
..il; and the latter, ;j';
separation between theo ,
for alifs, which will be here mentioned. (T, TA.) the I whichl makes a
faucial letter, pronolnced in the filrthest part of
which is a sign of thie fem. gender and tie heavy
_; alJaI ,..i1 [Tlie nmiorn lijf] is such as
the fauces [by a sudden emission of the voice after
[or doubled] ,0 [in tho corroborated form of the
and J0A; i. c., every 1, aor. and imperative], (T, 15,) because a triple
a total sup,pression, so that it resembles in sound that in JtL; [or ji,]
a feebly-ulttered E, whence the form of the cha- (T, K,) of those having no original [fromwhichl combination of ; is disliked, (T,) as in [ L1i;L
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of the aor. and imperative], as in the phramse in
other species of .ll,; namely, J.,j i1 [the alif
when it becomes movent, becomes , as in the the IBur [xcvi. 15], ai-4Ed Q il: [explained in
of conjunction or connexion, or the conGunctive or
_1,, becoming in this case art. e~], (T, XC,) and the phrase [in xii. 32],
and
3 .il[tlhe alif ofdisjunc- case of
conn~ive alif]J; and
because it is movent, and followed by a quiescent ;&Lt;IW ,>. li4j [And he shll asredly be
tion, or the diijunctive alif]; every one that is
I, which I is the I of the pl., and is also iJ_..
of those in a state of vilen~s, or ignominy],
permanent in the connexion of words being of the
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in both of which instances the pause is made with
latter species; and that which is not permanent,
same
for
the
inserted
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I [only, without tenween, so that one says lAil
[i. e. which is not pronounced, unless it is an alii are such as those [which are
of prolongation,] of the former species; and this purpose of giving fulness of sound to the fet-hah] in and Iji, and this seems to be indicated in Expois without exception augmentative; [but it is some- .JW.,for 0.-%h, and iL,., for.~, and 3tilj, sitions of tile ]ur-in as the proper pronunciation
times a substitute for a suppressed radical letter, for j;.,. (T, I.) In like manner,· is inserted of these two words in the phrases here cited, tie
as in 'I 1, originally ;t. orJi;] whereas the alif of after a .dameh, as in*l/; and L afltrakesreh, former of which, and the first word of the latter,
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The first letter of the alph,abet [according to the
order in which thie letters are now commonly
dislposed; and also according to the original
order, whicll see in art. ~1I]: called N.' .
[Thlis namenc, like most of the other names of
Arabic letters, is traceable to thile ]Phmnicianl
language, in which it signifies "an ox;" the
ancient Pllhnician form of thile letter thuls called
being a rude representatioh of an ox's head.] It
is, of all the letters, that which is most frequent
in speech: and some say that, in _ll, in the KCur
[ch. ii. &c.], it is a nanme of God. (TA.) Its
name is properly fem., as is also that of every
other letter; [and hence its ili. is .,I1;] but it
may be made masc.: so says Ks: Sb says that
all the letters of the alphalbet are masc. and fem.,
like as .a IIis mase. and fem. (M.) As a letter
of the alphabet, it is abbreviated, [or short, and is
written I, as it also is generally when occurring in
a word, except at the end, when, in certain cases,
it is written L,] and is pronounced witll a pause
afler it: and it is also prolonged: (8, L,*0 TA:)

jI,

disjunction is sometimes aigmentativce, as in tile
case of thdie interrogative alif [to be mentioned
below, and in other caSes]; and sometimes radical,
as in .i1 and l..: (Q, TA:) or, accor(ling to
A!imad Ibn-Yalyi, and MoIhammul Ibua-Yezeed,
(T, TA,) the primary WI are threc; the rest
being subordinate to these: namely, ;.0el ./l

